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About Forward·Inc

1. What is Forward·Inc?
Forward·Inc is an Amsterdam-based, internationally-operating
NGO helping newcomers pursue their entrepreneurial dreams.
Forward·Inc empowers them to launch, grow, fund, and sustain
their businesses.

2. Does Forward·Inc offer to fund? What is the prerequisite to
receiving a loan at the end of the program?
Forward·Inc Inc does not offer any monetary support or
financial funding regarding your business. Forward has
investors in its network and community that are happy to
connect you when you are at the right stage of your business.

3. Do participants owe upfront monetary payments to
complete Forwar·Inc Programs?
No, the DEP program is free of charge if you are accepted. 
For the more advanced programs, there is a contract for you to
sign with Forward·Inc. However, this also doesn't require any
upfront monetary payments.

4. Does Forward·Inc provide business connections and
resources (manufacturing contacts/teams, Marketing
campaign, 3PL logistic solutions, etc.)?
Yes, when you join the community, Forward can provide you
with an extensive network that will make it easy to find
suppliers and clients. Forward also has experience setting up
different contracts and legal forms. 
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About the program

Knowledge about essential business and entrepreneurship
Opportunity to implement your knowledge by doing the
assignments
Opportunity to confirm your understanding through quizzes
New network by meeting other participants and Forward's
community
Guide to the concept of your business idea by watching videos
Interactive learning process by attending progress meeting
1-on-1 discussion opportunity with Forward's team by collecting
cookies (points of participation)
Business concept on paper by completing the assignment and
following progress meeting
Essential skill and knowledge to build a pitch deck
Possibility to follow the Forward Incubator by completing the
program 100% (if you are eligible, see answer number 15)

1.What is the Digital Entrepreneurship Program?
The Digital Entrepreneurship Program, the DEP, is the first program
to start your journey with Forward·Inc. The 8-week online learning
program focuses on building a robust fundamental understanding of
business and entrepreneurship. The program uses self-paced learning
videos and weekly meetings to check participants’ learning progress
and discuss learning materials.
This program will help turn your vague business idea into a concrete
concept and foster your mindset to become entrepreneur ready!

2. Is the program free?
Yes, the program is free.

3. What are the things that participants can expect from the
program?
By following the program, you can expect the following:
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About the program

Fill out the application form. You can find the form here
https://www.newcomersforward.com/our-programs/#dep-
program
Forward·Inc team will review your data; if the Forward·Inc team
thinks they need to call you to clarify some data, then you move to
step c, or otherwise, you move to step f)
 The Forward·Inc team will reach out to you to schedule a call by
email. 
Intake call; One of the Forward·Inc's team will call you based on
the schedule, and on this step, you'll know if you can join the
program.
Onboarding email; after the call, please check your email and
follow the recommended steps to help you get onboard to the
program.
If the Forward·Inc team thinks that you don't need a call, then you
can expect an onboarding email from us directly.

4. How is the application process?
 Here are 6 application steps that you can expect:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Remember that each cohort (program period) has a different
timeline. Please check our website, newcomersforward.com, to stay
updated.
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About the program
5. What are the requirements to be get accepted to the program?
There are no specific criteria in terms of business skills or knowledge. 
The Digital Entrepreneurship Program (DEP) is an excellent 
opportunity for everyone to learn about entrepreneurship and 
business. However, since Forward·Inc is an NGO focusing on helping 
newcomers, Forward·Inc does have priority in terms of participants' 
backgrounds. Here are 3 questions you can ask yourself and do a self- 
assessment:
a. Are you originally from a non-OECD country (except Turkey and 
Columbia)? Please check this website for more info about OECD and 
see if your origin country is non-OECD.
b. Are you experiencing forcibly displaced (outside your country of 
origin or within your country)?
c. Is your country of origin mentioned in our white list? (see the white 
list in Appendix A)

Question a needs to be “Yes” to be able to enter the program. 
You are not eligible for this program if you come from an OECD 
country (except Turkey and Columbia).
If you answer questions b or c with “yes,” you can join the program 
as a regular group. 
If your answer to question b is no and your country of origin is not on 
the white list, then you are still eligible for the program but in the 
self-paced group. See question 6 for more information about the 
regular and self-paced groups)
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About the program

Understanding your “Why”
Lean startup methodology
Lean canvas
The value proposition
Invalidating assumption
Interview and data collection
Basic Finance and Marketing
Pitching

6. Why is the program have two groups; Self-paced and regular?
(what is the difference between the two)
The module and learning material between the self-paced and
regular groups are the same.

The reason there is the self-paced group is that Forward·Inc is
focusing on newcomers with the forcibly displaced background
coming from fragile and conflict-affected countries. Therefore, the
regular group participants come from that background (forcibly
displaced and coming from fragile and conflict-affected countries) as
Forward·Inc prioritize them. Participants in the regular group can
apply to the next program, Forward Incubator (Forward·Inc
encourages people to do so).

However, Forward·Inc also wants to support migrants since we
understand that being a newcomer to a new country is challenging.
Therefore, Forward·Inc open the program as Self-paced for people
with a migrant background. Participants in the self-paced group
might not be eligible to apply for Forward Incubator.

7. What are the learning topics that are covered in the program?
These topics that the program will cover during the 8-week program
are:
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About the program

Thinkific; A learning platform for participants to watch learning
videos 
Slack; A messaging app that we use to send information and
communicate with each other within the program

8. What are the learning tools that participants use in the program?
During the program, participants mainly used two tools, which are
Thinkific and Slack. However, we (the team and participants)
communicate via email dan Whatsapp groups.

9. I’m not familiar with Slack and Thinkific. Will I get help accessing
the learning materials?
Don’t worry, Forward·Inc team will help to guide you through the
process to be able to access the learning platform and materials.

10. Can two people share the same project?
Yes, absolutely. However, you need to apply individually since DEP is
an individual learning program.

11. If my partner and I are working on the same project, should each
one of us submit the assignment?
 As DEP is an individual learning program, if you are working as a 
couple/group, it’s better to apply and do the program under separate
names. However, you are allowed to submit the same assignments/
project. Please let the program manager know about it because later
on if you move to the Forward Incubator, you can do the project
together as the co-founders in one team.

. 
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About the program

12. Can participants apply for more than one business idea? I have
several ideas but must decide which one to focus on. So what is the
solution?
Yes, in DEP, you can explore multiple ideas and decide later (in the
middle of the program) which idea works better for you. However, By
the end of the DEP, you should submit your assignments with one
idea. You can practice the assignments with different ideas, but
Forward·Inc team asks you to settle on one for the final submission. 

13. Do participants get a certificate for participation with you?
Yes! You will get a certificate of completion after you complete the
program (watch 100% learning modules and submit all the
assignments)

14. How can the certificate from DEP help me get more
opportunities, especially in getting a job?
At the end of the program, you will receive a personalized certificate
if you complete the course. It shows that you are active, eager, and
committed to learning, which employers appreciate. You know about
entrepreneurship & business, and digital skills and have the
opportunity to network with over 100 other participants. All are
beneficial when applying for jobs. 
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About the program

100% completion of DEP modules and submit all the assignments
Business idea (feasibility, viability, desirability)
Personal Motivation & Availability
Entrepreneurial grit & resilience
Time commitment

15. What criteria are for selecting the following program
(Forward·Inc Incubator)?

In addition, Forward·Inc is focused on newcomers with a forcibly
displaced background coming from fragile and conflict-affected
countries. Therefore Forward·Inc prioritizes newcomers to be in
Forward’s programs (after completing DEP). If applicants are outside
this scope, the Forward Incubator’s program manager will review the
remaining positions available in the Incubator cohorts.
More about Forward Incubator will explain once you enter the Digital
Entrepreneurship Program.
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APPENDIX A - WHITELIST

A list of countries from which people have moved/left that qualify
for Forward·Inc Programs. This is a non-exhaustive list of
nationalities:
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Afghanistan
Algeria
Bangladesh (always
check if displaced or
not))
Brazil
Burkina Faso
Central Africa Republic
Central African
Republic
Chad
China-Uygor
Columbia
Congo
Cuba
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Former USSR (always
check if displaced or
not)
India (always check if
displaced or not)
Iran
Iraq
Jamaica

Lebanon
Libya
Mali
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
Myanmar
Niger
Nigeria
Nigeria
Pakistan (always check if
displaced or not))
Palestine
Saudi Arabia
Sierra Leon
Somalia
South Sudan
Sudan
Syria
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Uganda
Ukraine
Venezuela
Yemen

(Please reach out to fathya@newcomersforward.com if you have a
unique/specific situation that is not mentioned)
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